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Stranger editor speaks at Seattle U
» Brian Connolly

Staff Writer

Observingthe stage whichheldbut a single chair,onemight
wonderhow engaging the discussion wouldbe.
1
Could just one person keep the attention of a crowd of
i over 50 people?
L After he spoke for two minutes, itbecame abundantly clear
thatDan Savage could.
Between the obscene language and theriotous laughter he
managed to hold a profound discussion concerning sex,the
imedia, free speech and how all three of those things work
Fieldingquestions from students and professors,DanSavage ofthelocal weekly The Strangerentertained a full audience inthe Leßoux Conference Roomlast Tuesday.This was
Ithe final installment in Professor Mara Adelman's series of
academic salons EngagingJustice: Challenges toPersonhood.
With insights and anecdotes concerning sex in the media,
the crowd quickly warmed up to Savage'scasual and unreway of speaking.
"I was surprised that he cursed so muchbut Ithink it acntuated hisblunt wayofgettingpointsacross," said Junior
n Risser.
Savageopenedby stating so bluntly that good journalism
s apoint of view and does not attempt to be objective.
"People don't want to read something that tires to be ob- Dan Savage, Stranger Editor, speaks about sex in the media
;tivebecause theyknow there is abias. They don't want
Thestudents'reaction toSavage'srhetoric concerninggays,
"Because we're not allowed to talk about sex in the real
pick an article apart and figure out what that bias
"have to
it;
sex,
the media and the Bush administration was resoundway that peopleactually talk about wecan't shutup about
said Savage.

tied

Savage alsobelieves strongly in journalism that advocates

ecific issues andpolicies (such as TheStranger does). He
ys that only certain parts ofthe country have strongadvocates in the journalism field that get things done.
people look at a map and see continent spanning

t"Most

tions. Iseean archipelago of small islands of sanity. Seon a
day," said Savage.
The discussion segued smoothly from a discussion about
c media to a discussion about sex in journalism once Savage opened the discussion to questions. One such question
which dealt with both themedia and sex asked "Why is the
media soobsessed with sex?"
attle, Portland andSanFrancisco. MaybeMissoula

Kod

...

Savage, who writes a nationally syndicated sex advice

ingly accepting.
"He was hysterical,it wasgreat. He spokeabout the me-

tionship to the rest ofthe world.
"The gaycommunity is collapsing as gays enter the mainstream and leave the gay estuary," said Savage.

passes dissent whichis the genius ofit all," he said.
When asked if he would ever be called back to speak a
SU again,he said with alaugh "No probably not!"

it," Savage said inresponse.

columncalled "SavageLove"hadno problemhandling ques- dia incorporating sex and exposing biases which is really
tions ranging from the legality of bestiality to gay couples important," said sophomore Dominique Bourg.
"It wasa really thoughtprovoking discussionwhichis what
adopting.
"Gays can'thave kids byaccident. Youcan't just getdrunk Iwas hoping for," said senior JamesHakel.
After the discussioncame to a close, Savage said that he
and adopt," said Savage in regards to the suitability of gay
didn't finditodd at allthatsuch anoutspoken andcontrovercouples as parents.
gay
com- sial figure would beinvited to speak at a Jesuit institution.
A main theme of the discussion focused on the
change
initsrela"I don't find it weird at all. The Catholic Church encommunity andhowitis currently ina stateof

Internships: Important step In life after college
Megan Lee
Staff Writer

t

"Something Ihear over and over from alumni is the imof incorporating internships into their academic
experience," said JosephBarrientos,associate directorofthe
Development Center (CDC).
Barrientos wasn't just nagging though.Internships are an
tegral part ofthe academic experienceuniversities look for
a student as well as the work experience a potential emoyer looks for in an employee.Internships can also serve
s vehicles to "getyour foot in thedoor" ofan organization,
et practical experience within your field,network and get a
>etter senseof the industry you willbe entering.
Employers appreciateinternships because they enable stuents to become a "known quality". It is a chance to gain
all sets and experience while meetingpeople withinyour
eld. An intern is an internal candidate and, as Barrientos
xplained, 60 to 68 percent of hiring is done from within a
innor organization.Knowing that, whomyouknow becomes
irtance

lire r

mportant.

"Internships expandyournetworkingability. You maynot
—
—
be doing exactly the job you want at first but you will
meet people in the industry and these contacts willrefer you
or introduce you to someone they know." Barrientos explained.
Barrientos punctuates theneed to do aninternship with an
analogy: when you go shopping you don't just buy it, you
want to try it on and see if it fits.

—

—

That's what aninternship is it's trying a careeron seeing what itis all about and how it works for you.
"It gives you an opportunity to 'try-on' a career. The internship will validate your wishes or show you you're in the
wrong place."
MaryLou Moffat, director of the Albers School ofBusiness placement center, stresses similar benefits of theinternship. These modern day apprenticeships are a way for students to start theircareers: to get theirfoot in the door and to
see if it is the right thing for them.
"The value of an internship is really two or three fold,"
Moffat explained. "Theybuild experience,but they alsoopen
doors— many ofour students get permanent placement after
—
doing an internship. It also gives theman 'ah-ha' a chance
to see if the job fits them."
Moffat pointed out that in Albers, like many disciplines,
internships are not necessarilyrequired,but they are encouraged. She recommends that students do two or three; the experience is a learning tool.
Students in specific areas ofstudy, such as the School of
Science and Engineering,SullivanLaw Schooland the School
of Nursing have internship-like opportunities built right into
the curriculum.
Senior engineering students take a three-quarter batteryof
senior synthesisclasses. Duringthese three quarters they work
withorganizationsdoingprojectsrelated to their areaofstudy.
At the endoftheir junior year theysign-up for project center
placement, within their area of study. Sheridan Botts,contracts manager in theschool ofscienceand engineering, works

with sponsors from local businesses to find placement for
each student group of three to fiveseniors.The groups work
with a faculty advisor and a liaison from the organization.
They communicate back and forth working on specific
projects, as needed, throughout the year, and do writtenand
oral presentations oftheir work at the end. The arrangement
is beneficial to sponsors as well as students.
"We are able to do this because we are in an industrial
center, andbecause we are such a small school," said Botts.
"Itgives students professionalexperienceand a taste ofwhat
—
they willbe doing with their lives it gives them a taste, and
a chance to change theirmind."
Botts is enthusiastic about the various projects students
are able to do. Recent graduates designed a wind resistance
implement, or louver, forKenmore trucks. This year seniors
are working on a variety of projects, including designing a
bridge for schoolchildren inTibet.The bridge will help them
cross a raging riverto their school,saving several hours each
"They use information they have learned in the classroom
and apply it toreal world situations.For example, thebridge
—
in Tibetis not in any textbook or U.S. code they are working only with equipment and materials available inTibet."
Botts explained.
Then on "Projects Day," June 4, the students present their
work in the Student Center from 9 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.

See INTERN, Page 8
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SU Security Report
One less candle needed
Sunday 5/2
At approximately 3:40p.m., CPS was contacted
and asked to respond to St. Ignatius Chapel. Upon
arrival, CPS found amale and a female not affiliated with the University in the chapel, The female
reported that she was standing next to the tabernacle when she leaned forward to take a closer
look. As she leaned back, a candle holder on the
tree in the tabernacle fell, struck the woman and
thenbroke on the floor. SeattleFire EMT's examined the female andfound no injury. Thecandle
holder and the broken glass were cleaned up.

ber reported to CPS they left their office with their
palm pilot sitting on their desk. When the faculty
member returned in the afternoon the door to their
office was openand the palm pilot was missing.
Trust and an open backpack
Wednesday 5/5

At approximately 3:40 p.m. a student was using
the dining area on the second floor of the Student
Center. The studentreported that while in thedining
area they left their backpack unattendedand open.

When the student returned to their backpack later
they discovered that their wallet had been taken.

Crayon graffiti

Just stopping by
Thursday 5/6
CPS staff received a call about an unauthorized
male in the office of a faculty member at 4 p.m.
When the faculty member contacted the unknown
male he left the Barman building and moved onto
the campus mall. CPSand Seattle Police contacted
the male in question. Themale had no association
with the university and no authorization to bein any
Paint and marker graffiti
offices. The male was issued a Criminal Trespass
At approximately 3)10 p.m., CPS discovered a warning.
small section of graffiti at the Connolly Center.
The graffiti was done in black paint and perma- ' Vanishing valuables
Friday 5/7
nent marker. No suspects were found, the graffiti
At approximately 7 p.m., CPS staff received a
up
by
Seattle
Univerwas reported and cleaned
call reporting that three separate lockers had been
broken into at the Connolly Center. CPS responded and contacted the victims. The victims
reported that their locks had been cut off Iheir
j A university faculty member reported to CPS at lockers and their wallets and other items were
8;30 a.m. thattheir palmpilot hadbeen taken from taken. One of the victims who reported his lock
theiroffice in HunthausenHall. The faculty mem- had been cut off also reported that nothing had
Sjmday 5/2
While onpatrol ofthe first floor of theLemieux
Library at 6:25 p.m., CPS discovered a 2-foot section of graffiti. The graffiti was done in crayon
and depicted anunknowncaricature. No suspects
were found, the graffiti wasreported andcleaned
up by Seattle University facilities operation.

.

been taken because he never leaves anything
valuable inhis locker when he works out.

I,

Leaving a mark
Saturday 5/8
At approximately 12;28 p.m., CPS staff re- 1/
ceived a call reporting that a student noticed a |
parked car in the MurphyGarage with a number
of items strewn around it. CPS contacted the
owner ofthe vehicle and determined that the vehicle hadbeen prowled. No signs offorced entry
were found on thevehicle. A stereo speaker was
taken from the vehicle.
The perils of soccer
Saturday 5/8
CPS staff received a call at 3 p.m. about a student who had possibly dislocated their knee. CPS
axid SFD responded. The victim dislocated their
knee while playing intramural soccer at Logan
Field and was transported to a local hospital for
treatment.

Event exposes struggles of Latina women
Meyling Siii-Mirundu
Features Editor
In front of nearly 80 students, Theology
and Religious Studies Professor Jeanette
Rodriguez discussed thestruggle for cultural
identity ofMexican Americans on May 6.
Her presentation, titled "Women of Willin
Love and War," waspart of a series of events
organizedby the national, student-led group
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano/a de Aztlan
(M.E.Ch.A) to celebrate Latino Awareness
Week. During the event, Rodriguez paid tributetoLatina womenamongothers figures such
as Joan Baez,FridaKahlo andSalmaHayek.
"The purpose of the event was to expose
the many struggles Latina women go
through. Women of Latino decent have
grown in a hierarchical culture where men
are expected to exercise control over every
aspect of family life including the life of
women," Ruben Velasco, political science
junior andco-chair ofM.E.Ch.A said.
Sunni Ticeson, who is minoring in Spanish agrees. "Latinos are still trying to solve
their struggle for identity, namely within the
context ofAmerican society. Sincethe 16th
century, thelife ofLatinos has been infused
with struggle, sorrow andsocio-political oppression. When it comes to the voice of
Latinas, it is still one that is unknown, even
though they too have played a vital role to
theU.S.culture as laborers, artists, poets and
teachers," she said.
According to Professor Rodriguez,Latino
consciousness focuses on Chicano culture,
in other words on the experiences of Mexican Americans in the United States.

"This struggle for identity is a sharedhislots of people, but in particular for
Chicanos and Chicanas,"Rodriguez said.
The Chicano struggle for identity, she explained,began with the Spanish conquest of
the indigenous communities of the San Antonio River Valley, known today as Southern Texas.
Inthe 16th century, the Spaniards, whobelieved in a Manifest Destiny, thought that
God endorsed going outside the border in
order to promote their values and ideas.
Missionaries then sought to expand the
border of Spain and secure the new dominion. Rodriguez, who showed a 24-minute
video detailing the life of the communities
inhabiting the valley, explained that the
Spaniards wanted to transform what they
considered "indios barbaros" (barbarousIndians)into "gentede razon"or people ofreason.
But as Rodriguez suggested,"noconquest
is a good conquest," and these indigenous
communities suffered an enormousamount
of violence.
"Thesecommunities struggled to maintain
their cultural identity in the light ofhistoricalassaults that came one after another," she
said.
Despite the brutality of the missions,
Rodriguez pointed out that these communities were able to accommodate.
"This is what culture is about, it's about
adaptation," she said.
For Rodriguez, women have played a key
role in the process of adaptation, for they
havebeen the transmitters of the cultural and
religious identity ofpeople.
tory for

I

During her presentation, Professor
Rodriguez highlighted notable women of the
Chicano culture.The first,LadyofGuadalupe,
patroness of the Americas, is an icon that
Chicanas have adapted and represented as a
strongandactive woman.Themiracleof Lady
of Guadalupe occurred in 1531 when she appeared to Juan Diego, apoor Indian Tepeyac,
ona hillnorthwest of Mexico City.
Also important to the 21st century Mexican womenandLatina womenof theUnited
States, are the soldaderas, or thewomen soldiers of the Mexican Revolution from 1910
to 1917.
"Theyopenedup a whole can ofopportunities for women, whootherwise were considered to be only wives or nuns,"Professor
of Foreign Languages, Gabriella Gutierrez
y Muhs said.
The soldaderas who traditionally were
thought to be the concubines of soldiers,
were among others,spies,journalists, nurses
and teachers who developed political and
social plans and carried their rifles or babies
with the help oftheir mantelcalled "rebozo."
"In times of war, normal expectations of
behavior for womensort of went out because
all that matter was survival.All they did was
'por la vida,' for life," Rodriguez said.
"As is the case with the experience of
Spanish influence and the manyrevolutions
that took place thereafter, womenadopted a
newrole, they were soldiers,generals,guerrillafighters, but most importantly they were
women," Velasco added.
Another icon considered to be the first
muse ofMexicois Sor Juana Ines dela Cruz,
a poetnun who fiercely defended a woman's

right to aneducation.
Rodriguez also mentioned three authors
who have marked the cultural identity of
Chicanos. Mexican writer and journalist,
Angeles Mastretta contributed to the feminist movement of the 70s and 80s. Ana
Castillo's work focused on Chicana feminist
issues in theUnited States andLatina issues
across the Americas.
Gloria Anzaldua,co-editor of two of the
most influential publications in the emergence of Chicana feminism, has been very
active in the migrant farm workers movement.

"She gave permission to Chicanos and
Chicanas to be more American," Gutierrez
y Muhs said. "She talks of theMexicanborder as the 'wound that neverheals."
"Chicano writersare not just writers,they
arepolitical," Rodriguez noted.
Among these women also stands Dolores.
Huerta, co-founder with Cesar Chavez of the
National FarmWorkers Association,predecessor to the United Farm Workers of America.
Rodriguez pointedout thatHuerta is often forgotteninthehistory ofthemovementalthough
it was her who convinced Chavez to boycott
grapes.
According to Rodriguez,the list of notable women also includes Nobel Peace
Prize winner,AnaMaria Cetto, doctor and
healthcolumnist for La Opinion (the largest Spanish daily in the United States),
Aliza Lifshitz, former Assistant Secretary
of Education and Civil Rights during the
Clinton Administration,Norma Cantii, and
Director of the U.S. Department ofLabor
Women's Bureau, Irasema T. Garza.
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Writers with local ties discuss the significance of Seattle
MeganLee
Staff Writer

"It [Seattle] suits my temperament and
—
Isuitits temperament but Iam not sure
which one came first," commented

Rain...showers...bridges...coffee.
Writers with local connections visited
Seattle University last week for an informal panel discussion about what Seattle means to them and to talk about the
new book "ReadingSeattle: The City in
Prose."
"Reading Seattle," recentlypublishedby
the University of Washington Press, is a
celebratory anthology of writers writing
about Seattle. There are excerpts taken
from various writers with connections to
the Emerald City,discussing what the city
means to them, their reflections on the city
and their takeon the history of thisunique
place.
The panel, often losing track of the
question at hand, looped into discussions about how Seattle
— is a place where
things where you can
you can start
—
start fresh and how it has changed
from a place where artists leave to a
place that draws artists in. They discussed the city's history, John
Steinbeck's reaction (in "Travels' With
Charlie") to the changing landscape and
what their relationship to the city means
to them.
As questions were lost in happy accidents, anecdotal vignettes emerged.
Each of the eight panelists brought
themselves and their unique take on Seattle to the table. The panel consisted of
Barbara Wilson, Peter Bacho, Jonathan
Raban, Mark Lindquist, Charles
Johnson, Timothy Egan, LydiaMinatoya
and Natalia Rachel Singer.

Charles Johnson.
"Thereare some places that Iam more
likely to show up:such as cities like Seattle andParis. Other placesIjustmight
not show up."
The authors joked about and discussed
specific neighborhoods. They talkedabout
character ofcertain neighborhoods and the
characters wholivein them and what you
can tellabout a person by one's neighborhood. For example,ifapersonmoves from
Capitol Hill to Mercer Island it says one
thing, and if one moves from Mercer Island to Capitol Hill,it says something else.
"The neighborhoods are like families," explained Lydia Minatoya.
"There is a simultaneous feeling of 'I
want to belong' and 'Iam suffocated.'"
British-born Jonathan Raban explained his concept of "hard cities" and
"soft cities."
"This is a place where hell is other
people it isn't the city people dream of
when they are running from a small
—
—
town like New York or London but
Seattle is both hard and soft. It still has
the remnants of being a small town. It's
a private city. It's the plurality of Seattle that makes it exciting," Raban said.
Timothy Egan brought up the bookish
—
nature of Seattle how saturated the city
is with bookstores and people who participate in reading.
"An obscure poet will show up at
Elliot Bay bookstore on a Tuesday and
120 people will show up. Even the poet
wonders why..." Egan said.

campus tour meant to
highlight the changes
made on campus over
the past 50 years. The
day concluded with a
dinner and speeches

still has
It's
of being small
city. It's the plurality of
that makes
-Jonathan

—

—

—

—

flriOU
JffgfaW

The Seattle University

Alumni Association
welcomedback the
graduating classes of
1954 and earlier on
May 7. The alumni
were treated to lunch
with the deans of
each college and a

"And, when Iwent to
the Sonics game with
the remnants
"[Seattle]
Sherman Alexi [who also
a
a
town.
contributed to the book]
people were falling on him
private
"
like some sort of rock
exciting.
star."
it
Seattle
The subject of Seattle's
natural landscape surfaced. It has been written
Raban
that Seattle can never be a
'real city' existing is such
a spectacular place, where it is domi- and longshoremen to dot com-ers and Bill
Gates.
nated by water and mountains.
"This city has 143 bridges, last I "There is no parallel to Dickens'
counted," exclaimed Raban. "And, the Cockney here," statedRaban. "The typi— particularly cal character of Seattle typically is
hills and the natural divides
—
the watery divisions with bridges as someone who comes from somewhere
links. Maybe we really want to fall apart. else."
"It is the commonness among thehard
I
am fascinated by the far flung-ness of this
and soft people," mentioned Natalia
city."
exactly
Rachel Singer. "People with their long
"It is tough to determine just
surprised
it flowing skirts and idealism can come to
what West Seattle is Iam
seceded,"
never
commented Peter Bacho. the table with people with asymmetric
"I think the monorail is Mayor Nickels' hairdos and multiple piercings."
The rich descriptive language illumiplan to keep it in."
nated
thebrilliance of this village, this burBarbara Wilson mentioned that somegeoning
city, a brilliance that shines
you
times you feel Seattle more once
infused into all
through
therain.Brilliance
hindsight
leave that takes the visionof
conjuredSeattle
migrate
of
"bewho
here.
The
before you realize the sensation
Seattle"
reminds
us why
up
"Reading
Many
in
of the authors coning Seattle."
curred, stating they had written their we arehere andhow lucky we are and ex— plains how the city became whatit is.
best pieces outside of the city's reach
After the lively, tangential discussion
when they were longing for the rain and
group migrated over to Casey for rethe
bridges.
the coffee and the
freshments,
book signing opportunities
city's
migrant
the
brought
up
Raban
population and talked about the lack of a and to continue the conversation.
The writers mingled with an interested
typical Seattle figure. The panel seemed
to concur. This lack of identity ads to the campus community and books were
anything goes sort of theme: from loggers signed over glasses of red punch.
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AustinBurton
Staff Writer

to anger. From buddies who
think they're off their rocker to
parents

At this time next year, while
you're pounding the pavement
urban jungle, Blake
igin will probably be barefoot and shirtless, strolling the
leaches of the French Riviera.
3r he might be admiring a piece
>f abstract art at the famous
Louvre museum, right after
laving eaten lunch in the shadows the Eiffel Tower.
Such are the perks that come
ivith moving to France after
graduation, a trip Hodgin will
embarking on in a matter of
eks. It all sounds nice, of
:ourse,but picturesque beaches
md women with sexy accents
ion't necessarily pay the bills
low, do they?
That was one of the questions
-lodgin, a Seattle University selior French major, expected to
from friends and family
cc he decided he would maor in a foreign language rather
han a more practical field of
:tudy. And he was right.
"A lot of people were like,
Seriously, what are you going
o do with that?'" Hodgin realls. "They thought French
vas a fluffy major and not re.lly applicable to getting a job."
Such reactions are common
or students who major in fields
ike foreign language,History,

Kthe

t

"t

:

.n^Y\&\v, ip\\\\oxop\\y and vV\eo\>gy, often referred to as the

who feel like they just

wasted $20,000. You could argue that those majoring in the
humanities have it worse than
pre-majors or undecided students, who at least might still
choose something that sounds
career-oriented.
Dr.Donna Teevan,associate
professor and chair of theology and religious studies at
SU, believes many people
have a misconception that humanities majors don't lead to
meaningful careers.
"There is a stigma, but it's
unnecessary," saidDr. Teevan,
who has been teaching for 10
years, seven of them at SU.
Speaking on behalf of her
department, she added, "Our
graduates have gone on to be
high school teachers, directors
of social service organizations, and lawyers. Others
have engaged in various forms
of professional ministry in
churches, working as lay ministers in youth groups and religious education,as well as in
ordained ministry, both Catholic andProtestant."
Dan Dombrowski, an SU professor of philosophy with 26
—
years of teaching experience
—
16 at SU can also dispel the
notion that humanities degrees
are pointless.
"They have a \ot more 30b opportunities than people think

our students advance well be-

cause of their communication
and critical thinking skills."
Dombrowski said former students ofhis have gone on to law
school andmedical school. Others have careers in business,
journalism,politics and government work to name a few. One

"A humanities
major is great
preparation. Once
hired, our stu-

dents advance
wellbecause of

their communication and critical
thinking skills/
-Dan Dombrowski,
SU philosophy
PROFESSOR

former pupil is an executive at
Amazon, andanother has a high

that have a degree in French yet
have more white-collar careers.
One former classmate in particular has a well-paying job
with Microsoft.
When asked what advice he
would give to an undecided student chooing a major,
Dombrowski said he would tell
them to, "Take courses in areas that are intellectually
stimulating" and choose from
there.
As an undergraduate at the
Maine,
University of
Dombrowski himself remembers being quickly attracted to
philosophy.
"I just loved the subject
matter," he said. "I took one
course and Iknew this was
what Iwanted to do."
Hodgin took an interest in
French as ahigh schooler in his
hometown of Moscow, Idaho,
and went ona study abroad program as a senior.Hecame to SU
as a French major, a decisionhis
parents supported.
"They're both teachers, so
they know you can get by financially as a teacher," he
said. "So they didn't have a
problem with it. They supported
me all the way."
The pull of practicality was
still there,however,and Hodgin
thought of changing his major
to engineering after his fresh-

position at Qualcomm.
Dombrowski and Dr. Teevan
acknowledged that a large portion of humanities students go
into teaching.
That is the route in which man year.
Hodgin is going, as he will be
teaching English to French elementary school students next

and open a lot more doors than
humanities" majors.
Upon announcing their deci- people think," Dombrowski fall. Hodgin can also list sevion, these students are met said. "A humanities major is eral classmates who have gone
vith everything from laughter great preparation. Once hired, into teaching, as well as some

"Sophomore year Ialmost

tially choose humanities majors
switch during their college career, and vice versa. Hodgin
brings up former classmates
and foreign language majors
who have changed to majors
like engineering, communications and business for careeroriented reasons.
"They thought it would be
more lucrative to major in
something else," he said.
Dombrowski has seen several
students change both to and from
humanities majors, as has Dr.
Teevan. She says several students
change their major to theology, or
declare from a pre-major, but not
many comeinto college as theologymajors.
"Most of the time, people decide to major in theology after
they take a core course. But we
do have students who come in
as theology majors. We also
have some double majors," she
said.
"One student who was a science double major is now doing cancer research as part of
her doctoral work in biology."
While majoring in French —
or philosophy or theology for
that matter— might seem like
only a derailment on the smart
career track, Hodgin doesn't
have any regrets.
While a closetful of loafers
and a laptop attached at the hip
might be appealing to a lot of
college kids, Hodgin will be

switched," he said. "I took jtist fine hanging out at the Arc
some calculus classes, but I de Triomphe next year, or the

hated it. I ended up sticking Champs Elysees, probably doing something you wish you
with French."
Still, many students who ini- were doing.

Habitat for Humanity at SU seeks students to participate in local build
going to a construction site and assisting in
building a home for a family. Volunteers from
)uild will be in Renton, WA. It will be an AmeriCorp and other organizations will also
ill day event. Open to everyone, free of be present. On-site jobs mayinclude digging
ditches, building walls and working with ce:harge.
Local builds involve a group of students ment. Students should dress in work clothes

Habitat for Humanity is seeking students
oparticipate in a localbuild on May15. The

and bringa lunch.
Habitat for Humanity at SU is the
university's chapter of the non-profit international organization aimed at building houses
for low-income families. This chapterparticipates in a local build once per month. It is
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geared toward promoting a greater sense of
community ona smaller scale.
For more information, contact Andy
Dyrsten, Local Build Coordinator, at
dyrstena(s)seattleu.edu. or Trisha Leonard at
leonardt(fl).seattleu.edu.

...

Department of Counseling
at George Fox University
Master's degrees and certificate programs in

Counseling,Marriage and Family Therapy,
School Counseling, School Psychology,
Play Therapy, and Trauma
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503-554-6166
counseling.georgefox.edu
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Workshop explores the meaning behind Cinco de Mayo

May 13, 2004

Megan Lee
Staff Writer
Last week was Cinco de Mayo. Did you go
out?Didyoucelebrate with tacosorcerveza?Did
youbreakapinata?Did youreallyknow whatthe
celebration wasallabout?
On May 5, Seattle University's chapter of
M.E.Ch.A. (Movimento Estudiantil Chicano de
Aztlan)organizedaspecial workshop explaining
thereal storyofCinco de Mayoas partofLatino
Awareness Week.
The somber meeting began with the United
FarmWorkers (UFW)clap.TheUFW clapissignaledby slow clapping whichgrowsincreasingly
—
more rapid symbolizingprogression.
Ruben Velasco,M.E.Ch.A. Co-chair and junior political science major, then began to detail
what exactly the fifth of May means inMexico
andhow "TheBattle ofPuebla" is observed.
"After therevolutionendedinMexico a vacuum
power
of
existedin the country,andinan attempt
tocentralize power,Mexico took onloans. They
borrowed money fromothercountries to rebuild
the government,toexpand andtogain influence,
but indoingso theyaccumulateddebt.TheMexicans,beingaproudpeople,promisedthey would
pay itback," explained Velasco.
France, who supplied amajor portion of the
loan,did not feel they were beingpaid back fast
enough. In1862 theFrench troops,of Napoleon
111, invadedMexico to convince them to pay the
loanback, immediately. Francehadthe supreme
armyofthe time,buttheMexicanPresident Benito
Juarezresisted.
TheFrenchlandedin city of Puebla,locatedin

themodem stateofPuebla, where they weremet
by a peasantarmy— one they thoughtinferior to
theirmilitarymight May5,1862,is whatisknown
as "LaBatalla de Puebla or "The Battle of the
Puebla," theinvading French army was defeated
by avaliantMexican force. Thebattlefieldisnow
apark, withastatueofGeneral IgnacioZaragoza,
onhishorse.It wasGeneral Zaragoza who took
theorder toblocktheadvanceoftheFrenchArmy.
One of the forts isa warmuseum withadisplay
ofhundreds of toy soldiers setup toshow what
hadhappened that day.
"This was anespeciallyproud moment, especially for southern Mexico,"explainedVelasco.
LauraEscalona-Flores,co-directorof cultural
affairs and sophomore social work major, explainedhow this helpedtoease tensionsbetween
northand south,at thetime. Itquelled the stereotypes andrivalry.
"Now itis becomingamarketing event,especially in theU.5.,"said Escalona-Flores. "Companies market products towardthelargeMexican
population here, it has become a commercial
event; InMexicoitisstillcelebrated asanhistoric
event, especially in Puebla"
Thiscommercializationis whereM.E.Ch.Ahas
an issue, they feel itis exploitive.
Then,avideo"Cincode Mayo,"whichisavailableinthelibrary, wasshown.Thevideodetailed
drawings of peasants and President Juarez (the
first and onlyMexican president ofOaxacan descent), illustrating the lopsidedness of thebattle.
France sent over 6,000 men— but theMexicans
fought with a love of freedom. It is this proud
tradition that led to the first historical defeat of
—
thisgreatEuropeanArmy the daymarks thevic-

tory of thebattlebut not the war.

"It is a victory for theunderdog," emphasized
Escalona-Flores, as the video ended. "People

shouldonlycelebrate iftheyreallyunderstandthe
meaningofthe holiday."
The floor was opened for questions and the
small group in attendance discussed their many
ideas.Such as how someMexicans take offense
—
at how theholiday is celebrated now Mexican
—
IndependenceDay is Sept. 16 andhow little is
being taught about Mexicanhistory.
MattPierson,freshmaninternational studiesand
Spanishmajor, whoworks atElCentradela Raza,
commented. He brought up thepoint becauseof
theFrenchArmy 'sdefeat they wereunable toaid
the Confederate Army ofthe South as they had
intended,possiblycontributing to theNorth'svictoryduring the Civil War.
"Eventhe[HighSchool] MexicansIwork with
don'tknow what itmeans,"addedPierson.
"It's not about happy hour all day long," said
Amanda Guzman,co-director ofcultural affairs
andsophomore nursingmajor.
In the morning, Escalona-Floreshanded out
questionaires tofind out what thecampuscommunity knows about Cinco de Mayo. The
questionaires asked: "What do you think it
means?" "Did you study it in high school?"
...etc.

She said most people thought it was either
MexicanIndependenceDayorsome sortofLatino
New Year.Both are wrong.Shesaid mostpeople
did not study Cincode Mayo inschool.
"That's why we arefocusingonthis,somore
people understand," explained EscalonaFlores. "Although most people did say they

celebrated it."
M.E.Ch.A.consists ofpeople whohave dedicatedtheirlives to theprinciplesofhuman rights
andtheneedsoftheChicano community. Allchapters unite withone common purpose: a demand
for respect for human dignity and true equality
and justice for allmembersofsociety.
They believe that learning andsharing in different cultures is a way to foster asense of community amongst diverse individualsand nurture
an environment of tolerance. SU's M.E.Ch.A.
group feels that if they teach people what Cinco
de Mayoreally means,people will observe the
holidayappropriately.They wanttoinformpeople.
Themeetingended with theUFW clap.
Besides Wednesday's evening workshop,
earlier M.E.Ch.A. hosted "The Line Game,"
outside the Student Center.The game is about
white privilege in society. Questions were
asked and people advanced accordingly. The
—
moderatorasked"has happenedtoyou?"If
so, please move forward.
As the gameprogressed it became visible
how the people who are moreprivileged continued to move forward while some were left
back. Escalona-Flores said the game made students think.
Each day of Latino Awareness Week
M.E.Ch.A.offered a varietyofactivities toeducate thecampuscommunity.Monday was "The
Zapatista Movement,"Tuesday was"Fillipinos
and Chicanos" and a talk about the UFW,
Thursday was "Women of Will in Love and
War" presented by professor Jeanette
Rodriguez and Friday was "Social Issues in
Cuba" presentedbyprofessorMarc McCleod.

Panel addresses the Japanese-American Internment
Presentation part of Asian and Pacific Islander Heritage Month
MadeleineHottman
Staff Writer
A handful ofSeattle University students and members of the
community gathered for apresentation and panel on "Within
the Silence" last Tuesday. "Within the Silence" addressed the
Japanese-Americaninternment thatthe United States government instituted after Japan bombedPearl Harbor in1941.
"How wouldyourespond toa Muslim-Americanwhoasked
'how canIbecome part ofthe community? Notdiscriminated
based onmyethnicity,givensidewaysglances becauseofwhat
people wholook like mehave done'," Shokichi Tokita,one of
the panelists, asked the audience.
As the audience sat thoughtfully considering, Tokita went
on to explain that theinternment ofJapanese-Americans punished Americans for a crime they didnot commit. Hesaidit is
the samesituationiftheAmerican governmentand people treat
Muslim-Americans differently based ontheir heritage.
"Icommend Seattle University and theAsian StudentAssociation, particularly Beverly, in bringing this program to fruition," Mako Nakagawa, one of the panelists, said ofthe program."Theperformance of LivingVoices' 'Within the Silence'
was excellent, the panel shared moving stories,and the Qand
A session brought out someinteresting and cogent questions."
The presentation,"Within the Silence"by LivingVoices,was
a film and monologue narrated by actress Kathy Hsieh. The
film showed real pictures from the life ofone girlbefore, during,and after her family's internment. According to Hsieh, the
film was supposedto make it possible for modem audiences to
relatemore to thehistorical event.Hsieh emphasized, though,
thatthe story ofthat one girl was the same for every JapaneseAmerican family who was displaced.
"It'simportant to rememberthatthis story isrepeated100,000
over. It is not unique. It's easy to say that this was just one
family,butreally itwas the same for allfamilies,"Hsieh saidin
her explanation ofthe film.
Living Voices is a group that is dedicated to telling the story
of Japanese-American families who were interned. According
to Hsieh, there are six stories that havebeenmade into presentations which actors perform for elementary,junior high, and
highschools, corporationsandcollegecampuses in thePacific
Northwest.
Hsieh also" stressed the importance of education about the
Japanese-American internment because the people who were

displaced were Americans,and shedoesnot wantanother group from itcan still apply to today's times."
Mitsui,a panelist andmember of the Veterans'Committee,
ofpeople to be discriminated against based on theirheritage,
agreed with Wong, and said that "Within the Silence" effecreligion or skincolor.
"Thepeople in the internment camps were put therebecause tively showed the involvement ofJapanese-Americans in the
ofa misperception based onhow they looked," Hsieh said in 100thBattalion 442nd Regimental Combat Team.
"Ibelieve that this is an important dialogue, comparing our
her presentation.
Leilani Balais from the Office ofMulticultural StudentAf- internment into concentration camps, to what is happening to
fairs (OMSA) organized the performance of "Within the Si- Muslim-Americans after 9-11," Mitsui said.
"How can weavoid repeatinghistory if wedo not make ourlence" inhonor ofAsianand Pacific Islander Heritage Month,
during which there are events that celebrate AsianandPacific selves awareofhow it affected people?"Nakagawa asked.
Islander culture and history.
"Living Voices was added to the calendar because ofpreviouspersonal experiences with them," Balais said.
"Members of the panel are affiliated to
the JapaneseAmerican Citizens League
(JACL of Seattle),in which Beverlyhas
connections with through her community involvement. The Living Voices
piece and panel also connects to the
1,000origami craneproject, inwhich the
donation of it will be delivered on the
28th to theNikkeiManorin theInternationalDistrict,and assisted living facilityprimarily consistingofJapaneseelderly."
Beverly Wong,president oftheAsian
and Pacific Islander Student Union,organized the panel, which consisted of
four people who weredisplaced and sent
to internment camps.Mako Nakagawa,
Shokichi Tokita, Sam Mitsui and
Shigeko Uno told their stories andwhat
their experiencemeant to themand what
it should mean topeopletoday. The stories thepanelists told further helped the
Crystal Thomason (left), junior nursing major,
audience relate to the internment.
shows Stacie Lousberg (right), sophomore
"Ibelievetheinternment ofJapanesenursing major, how to fold a paper crane for the
Americans is a significant event to remember in American history," Wong
1000 paper crane celebration held throughout
said. "It [internment] is oneof the most
campus. The event was part of the Asian and
blatant acts of institutional racism
Pacific Islander Heritage Month.
against its own people that this country
has known,and thelessons tobe learned

One of 1,000 paper cranes
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SU athlete demonstrates
wellbalanced education
Madeleine Holtman
Staff Writer

he enjoys track.
"Ilike thelevelofcompetition. Ihave the opportunity to
compete nationally. My high
Matt Blame, a senior Interschool team was bigger,and I
national Studies major, broke
liked that about it, but SU's
Seattle University'srecord and
team willprobably get bigger.
set his own personal best for
Blame says hehas to conthe 800-meter dash last year
tinue to work hard in all aswith a time of 1:56.99. Thi
pectsofhis life inorder to conwas the tenth best time in the
tinue to do well.He cited that
league and the top time at SU
practice takes about three to
for the year. Besides the
middle-distances, Blame i
four hours, including travel
time,practice timeandthe cool
valuedon the team forhis ver
down.Iteventakes timeinthe
satility in long distances a
Courtesy of SUAthletics off-season becauseBlame and
well.Blame also shinedon the
his team mates lift in the
Redhawk's cross country Matt Blame
weight room and maintain
team, which he finished sixth
to
stay
mileage
in shape.
at the GNAC cross country championships
man whohas
exceptionalyoung
season,
"Matt isan
placing fifth on the team.
last
University
expemost
of
his
Seattle
"Matt is one of the most talented athletes made the
only
rience,"
said.
"Not
has
he
Montgomery
conference,"
in the
said coach Paula Monttrack,
on
excelledin
the
classroom
and
the
he
country
gomery, head coach of SU's cross
to
managed
experience
also
has
the
world
thing
and track and field teams.The difficult
about this year hasbeen selecting one event through his travels abroad."
Oneofthe biggestmotivations forBlame to
to focus on. He could easily have been all
events.
run
onthe team are the coaches.
conference in numerous
The chalcoaching is specializedand theyknow
after
one
"The
going
the
eventthat heis
lenge was
they
what
are doing," Blame said.
passionate
most
about andhas thebest chance
his track coaches withhis
compared
Blame
competition."
post-season
of
coaches,
cross
ashe runs forSU'scross
country
SU,
to
in
grew
up
Before Blame came
he
Spokane and attended Gonzaga Prep High country teamin the fall.
"My cross country coaches are older, but
School. Blame was an All-Greater Spokane
League selection for Gonzaga Prep. He set theyare young atheart. Mysprint coaches [for
Gonzaga Prep's school record in the 800- track] alsorantrack intheir time, and Irespect
thembecause they were faster than allof us,"
-meter with a timeof 1:53.4. Although he was
not
in
Blame
said.
track,
he
did
start
out
the
successfulin
The hardwork and extraeffort Blame comsport.
"Ididfootball from the time Iwasin fourth mits to track appears to be paying off inhis
giade\\woug\\\\\g\\scV\oo\.
"\d\dn'\.slaxXtrack
untilmy sophomoreyear, Blamesaid.
Blame joined track because he could not
throw a baseball due to a rotator cuff injury.

Now, the converted football and baseball

player is breaking records and remainsdedicated to the sport.
"Trackfor meis a pure sport.Running fast
and running with teammates, Ilike how my
body feels," Blame said.
In comparison to his high school experience, Blame says that college track is different.

"High school track was a lot more relaxed.
Youdon't trainin the winter,and it's easier to
recover frominjuries because you'reyounger.
With our indoor season, track lasts about six
months. It's alot more intense."
Regardlessof the intensityinthemore difficultpractice and the longer season,Blame says
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defines overexposure
AustinBurton
Sports Columnist
Iassume you've heard this one before:
"This morning, KobeBryant wasINcourt.
Hours later,he was ONthe courtashis Los"
AngelesLakers tookon theBostonCeltics.
If you have somuch as flippedby ESPN,
Fox Sports, CNN or anyother sports news
program,odds are you've heard thisphrase
come from themouth of some suitbehind
the desk.
The "in court, on the court"lead-in has
become a communal catchphrase for the
sports media, an oh-so-clever idiom being
usedby idiots for the past sevenmonths or
so. It results, of course, from the saga of
Kobe Bryant;both NBA superstar and defendantinanallegedrapecase. The phrase
is used most often on the rare occasions
when Bryant has had to handle his legal
andprofessionalbusiness on thesame day.
Andalthoughhe's onlypulled the "Defendantby day,Ail-Star bynight"routine four
times, personally I've heard the dreaded
catchphrase about 400 times this season,
and sadly, from people who arcpaidto be
creative.
But such problems are bound to arise
when somethinghas been over-coveredlike
Bryant'srape trial.After so many days and
so many stories following the basketball
star through his personal battle, the sports
mediahas apparently runout ofnew things
Since Bryant first turned himself in to

ting outofhis car and walkinginto thebuilding.Or walking down the hallway into the
courtroom.Or walkingoutof the courtroom
and back into his car. The only thing that
changes ismaybe thecolor ofKobe's tie or
the designer labelonhis suit.
Almost as soon as they are drafted, it
seems, each legal document ispicked apart
by themedia's "legalanalysts." Before the
attorneys can sit down, their arguments are
dissected by those same people. With any
activity at all, evenif Bryant takes a bathroom break, news stations cut into regular
programming to show thenew footage.And
atbest, what dowe get from these analysts?
Nothing but speculation, guesses and a
bunchofperhapsandmaybes and"thiscould
be a good/badsign for the defense."
It's so bad that therehas already been a
book released about Bryant's case. The
Game ofHisLife, writtenby a teamofjournalists covering the trial,not only implying
that Bryant is guilty, it prettymuch implies
that he has also raped other womenand/or
cheated on his wife inother NBA cities.
Andhere's the worst part: the trialhasn1
even started yet. We are simply in the preliminary stage. This part of thecase would
belike the three boxing matches before the
bigheavyweight title fight, the lower-weight
class boxers with decent skills and totally
forgettable names.Imagine howmuchmore
intense the coverage willbecome when the
main eventrolls around?
Of course, you can'tblame the media for
taking an interest in the case. Superstars
don't face 20-y ears-to-life everyday,andes-

Colorado police last August, you cannot
pecially not superstars who have been reTecoTd-breaYdng times. His secret to running a
watch a sports channel for more than a few "
goodrace is visualization.
garded as the Next Big Thing or had the
hours without hearing something about
"Igo through every 50 to 100 meters in my
Golden Boy image like Bryant did. However, the way broadcast producers andprint
headbefore the race. Ifind out who is in the
If it's not the trial itself, itis about how
race so Iknow whether to run with them or the legal dramahas affected Bryant's team, editors attacked this casewaslike watching
ahead of them.Ialsohave to weighhow Ifelt
tigerjump onarabbit withsmoked turkey
the Los AngelesLakers, or whether Bryant a
in practice and decide whether Iam running
pants
and aroast beefT-shirt on.
the teamifhe's not in jail by the
for placement or time."
past Tuesday,on the sameday Bryant
This
if this summer,
Blame's dedication to the team, to his studgo
would
on to torch the San Antonio Spurs
r every court appearance, there are
ies,

«cave

andto the collegeexperienceissomething
ingly hundredsofmediapersonnel,all
hiscoach values in instructing him.
cameras rolling, flashbulbs popping,
"Thebest thing about having a teamleader
oards click-clacking and pens scribsuchas Mattis that he truly demonstrates what
They all converge on the Eagle
it means toreceive a well-balanced education;
mty Courthouse lawn, trying to bring
athletics is just one facet of that experience,"
audience asinside the trial as we can
Montgomerysaid."He keeps all aspectsofhis
possibly
get without being called to the
life inbalance,and as a result is able to excel stand
ourselves.
at all he tackles. We will continue to point to
And what does theaudience get to see?
himas an example ofall that Seattle Univeranything, there's a video of Bryant getIf
sity can offer."

■ig.

for 42 points ina playoff game, the Lakers
guardformally entered a"not guilty"plea.
And since cameras were allowed in the
courtroomthis time, the rest of the night's
sports coverage had just as many clips of
Bryant dunking onTim Duncan and hitting
turnaround jumpers as clips ofthebackofhis
head, saying nomore thanfour words to the
judge.
■

_^

See KOBE Page 7

WORLD CUP SEATTLE 2004 SEEKS VOLUNTEERS
GENERAL VOLUNTEER MEETING
Thursday, May 20th
7:30-9 p.m.
CAFE IBEX (3129 MLX Way S)
Ifyou can't make it to the meeting but want to help,
please visit and fill out our online volunteer form

Sister Communities seeks volunteers from Seattle University to help with World Cup Seattle, a soccer tournament and
community festival for hosting 3 1 local teams representing
31 countries. Seattle communities from the regions ofAfrica,
Asia, Europe and the Americas willbe represented.
This event parallels the Jesuit mission ofeducationand promotes dialogue between international groups that are represented. This event is especially for people whohave interests
in volunteering, social work,community,cultural events, soccer and/or cross-cultural communication.
The 2004 Qualifiers Tournament willbe held on June 4,5, 6
at the Starfire Sports Complex at Fort Dent Park, Tukwila.
The event features music, dance, and food from around the
world, youth clinics and great soccer!
Volunteers are needed to help with all the aspects of planning and holding this exciting event. Please come to our next
volunteer meeting and/or fill out our online form!

http://www.worldcupseattle.org/volunteerform.php
OR send us a quick message at volunteer@worldcupseattle.org

,

2004 Participating Teams:
England, Ireland,Bosnia, Russia, Turkey, Denmark,
Romania, Moldova, Armenia, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Gambia,
Tanzania, Sudan, Somalia, Cameroon, Colombia, Brazil,
Mexico,El Salvador, Peru,USA, Vietnam,Japan, Korea, Iraq,
Laos, Fiji, China, Nepal and Guatemala
For more information about the tournament, please visit
our Web site at http://www.worldcupseattle.org OR call
206.267.9000
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Spring postseason roundup
Angelina Sanelli
Sports Editor
Track & Field
It was an excitingweekend for the Seattle University track
and field teams as they attended the GNAC championships
thislast weekend at Western Oregon University.

The women took sixth place with a team score of 42.5
points, while themen placedninth with26 points. Meethost
WesternOregoncapturedboth themen's andwomen's titles.
Senior Kelly Fullerton repeatedas leaguechampion in the
3000-meter steeplechase with a time of 11 :05.27. Fullerton
brokeher own meet record by nearly five seconds, which
she set last year.
Freshman Alana Garcia captured her first league title in
the 10,000-meter run, finishing witha timeof39:48.13.Freshman Kristie Rice also earned all-conference honors with a
third-place finishin the steeplechase witha timeof12:01.94,
setting her new personal record.
TwoSUmen receivedall-conference honors. Senior Matt
Blame took second in the 800-meter dash with a time of
1:57.17 and senior SteveManos earned all-conference honors witha third-place finishin the 5k
with a time of 15:22.69.
There was also three eighth-place
finishes for the men. Sophomore
Faruk Punjani waseighth in the 200-meter dash with atime of 23.34 seconds. Junior Reuben Joseph was
eighth in the400-meter dashin50.62
seconds and seniorDam Engebretsen
came in eighth in the men's steeplechase with a time of 10:01 .06.
Eight members of the team, four
men and four women, were also
named to the Great Northwest Athletic Conference track and fieldAcademic All-Conference Team yesterday.
Fullerton, Manos and senior
Theresa Mangahas all earned their
third straight selection to the aca-

Senior Jennifer Hewitt pitched her heart out,but suffered
her first loss in overa month, which spanned 11 starts, and
alsohadher schoolrecord streak of 10 straight wins snapped.
She gaveup seven hits, four of them in the thirdand struck
out two against just one walk.
Senior Sarah Carrier led SU with two hits but was denied
a 3-for-3 game whenher line drive headed for right field was
caughtby the Gator's Vanessa Rodrigue at secondbase who
dove to make the catch.
In the next game on Friday, the Redhawks played CaliforniaState University-Dominguez Hills. Thewomenrose above
their first loss, beating Cal-State, 4-3.
Dominguez Hills, which dropped to 33-22-1,became the
first team eliminated from the regional tournament.
Hewitt cameback in this game after a disappointing loss
the day before, helping the Redhawks to hold the Gators.
She allowed 12 hits over seven innings with only three runs
earned.
Leading off SU with hits was freshman Katie Ledbetter
who went 2-3.Junior Jamie Hessellgesser-Wright went 1-3
with a homerun and 2 RBI. Sophomore Marjalena Santos
and juniorKrystal Duncan each added an RBI.
That afternoon in the third game, the
Redhawks faced the Gators one more
time, but this time showing them what
SU wasreally made of. Even with a late
scare by the Gators, the Redhawks still
pulled off a 6-4 win,leading them into
the Regional Semi against Humboldt
State.
Amanda Nilles hit a threehomerun tohelpthe Redhawks jump
out to a 6-0 leadin the seventh. Hewitt
pitched her last inning in the game, going all 20 innings during regional play.
Senior Petey Sonnett then came into relief and pitched two straight outs and
pickedup the saveby forcing the Gators
Kristin Bartholamayto line out toshort.
Sophomore Erin Kemper went 1-1
with an RBI, Santos went 2-3 with an

freshman

RBI and senior Carrie Ward went 1-4
with an RBI.
demic all-star unit. Mangahas is a
Courtesy of SU Athleics
Saturday afternoon,however,marked
biochemistry major and has a 3.72
a
end for the Redhawks at the restrong
came
in
Engebretson
grade-point average. Fullerton, Dam
when Humboldt
gional
tournament
earned undergraduatedegrees inEn- eighth in the men's steeplethem out, 5-1.
knocked
glish and German with a 3.45 GPA chase last weekend.
Although the game started out well
and is now in her first quarter of
smashing a double off the right
Meyer
Liz
junior
with
graduate school ineducation at SU. Manos, is a finance and
centerfield fence with only one out, senior Sarah Carrier
English double major and carries a 3.2 GPA.
grounded out into a double play, whichended the inning.
Blame and junior Michael Hughes both earned their secDuncan led off the second inning with a double and then
ond straight selection to the academic all-conference team.
scored
on a couple of pass balls. But it wasn't enough to
Blame is aninternational studies major with a3.77 GPA and keep
the Jacks from scoring four runs in the bottomhalfof
Hughes is a biology major with a 3.62 GPA.
first
the
and the last run in the bottom of the fourth.
Engebretson, sophomores Sarah Brundidge and Ashley
Nilles
went 2-3, Meyer went 2-4 and Duncan was 1-2 for
Burns all earned their first selections to the team.Brundidge

is a civiland environmental engineer major witha 3.59 GPA.
Burns is a business major and has a 3.57 GPA. Engebretsen
is anursing and engineering double major with a 3.29 GPA.
The Redhawks will head to Seattle Pacific University this
weekend for theKen ForemanInvitiational.
Softball
SU's softball team had anexciting four days last weekend
as they played in the GNAC Regional tournament at
Humboldt State University in California last weekend.The
team was seeded fifth out of six teams that went to the tournament. TheRedhawks finishedthirdoverall in the regional
tournament with a 2-2 record andconcluded the season 29-17, a program record for wins.
"The team did great," said head coach, DanPowers. "We
just had no lucky breaks and lacked clutchhits."
The first game SU played was against fourth seeded San
Francisco State University. The Gators beat the Redhawks
3-0.

the game.
Duncan also was named to the NCAA Division II West
Region All-Tournament Team. Playing every single inning
at catcher for the Redhawks, Duncan batted .250, had two
hits in eight at-bats, andalso had three walks for an on-base
percentageof .455. She scored three runs, drove in one and
had a double.
"She deserved it," said Powers. "She was really the best
catcher in the region and should have made the All-Region
Team. If she has another good season next year, she willbe
there."
Duncan was alsodominant defensively,only giving upone
stolen base and only three steals were attempted by teams
against her.
"This teamexceeded myhopes for the season by far," said
Powers. "They adjusted well to the new coaches and they
had a will to win, which carried over to the way that they
played."

KOBE (continuedfromPage 6)
Now,cananyonemake areasonable argument for whycameras should everbe allowed ina courtroom? Again, themedia will use the "informing the public" angle,butthe public
canbe just as informed via pencils andnotepads as they can
via video footage. Did weneed video proof that it was actually Bryant in court? Are we his lawyers and weneeded to
make surehe saidwhathewas supposedto say?
Ithought this was supposed to be about the persons involvedwith the case. AboutKobe Bryant and those close to
him, and the accuser and those close to her. Sure, we're all
curious by nature, but no one elseis really affected one way

The sports media (and Ihate talking about themedia like
haven'tseen
it's one like-minded entity,but inthis situationI
plate andare
steak
their
to)
bigjuicy
got
areason not has
a
on
it,
drop
they
pretty much
offlavor
can
out
of
every
squeezing
player
star
baseball
along.
comes
Until
a
until the next steak
gets caught takingsteroids or a HallofFame football player
is accused ofmurdering someone, or a pro hockeyplayer is
outed as a homosexual. For the time being, though, Kobe

REDHAWKS
SPORTS A

LEISURE
CALENDAR
■

Thursday. May 13th
Jazzercise 7:15-8:15 a.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Conditioning4:30-5:30p.m. @Connolly Classroom
Yoga 4:30-5:45 p.m. @ Multi-use Room

Golf 5-6 p.m. @ Jefferson GolfCourse
Kyokushin Karate 7:15-9 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Kung Fu 6-7:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Friday. May 14th
Kyokusmn Karate6-&p.m.@ CotvnoUy Classroom

Saturday. May 15th
Track @ SeattlePacific KenForeman Invitational
Kyokushin Karate 3-5 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Monday. May 17th
Conditioning 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Yoga 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly QuietRoom

Spinning 6-7 p.m. @Connolly Center
Hip Hop 7-8 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Tuesday. May 18th

Jazzercise 7:15-8:15 a.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Conditioning 4:30-5:30p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
KyokushinKarate 7:30-9 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
KungFu 6-7:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Boxing 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Wednesday. May 19th
Spinning 6-7 p.m. @Connolly Center
Incredißall 12:05-12:35 p.m. @ Multi-use Room
Yoga 4:30-5:30p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room

Hip Hop 5:30-6:30 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Learn to swim 7-7:45 p.m. @ West Pool
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INTERN (ContinuedfromPage 1)
Patti Mcßride, Seattle Municipal
Twelve Steps to First-YearSuccess
CourtPublic Information Officer,says she
looks for interns who are customer service
oriented, goal oriented, willing tolearn and
culture.
1. Adopt the right attitudes.
present aprofessionalimage.
8. Develop organizational savvy.
expectations.
2. Adjust your
"Most studentsdon't yet have
9. Understandyournew role.
3.Masterbreaking-in skills.
practical business experience, so thisis
Develop work savvy.
on,
10.
impression
you make.
something they can't really be measured
4. Manage the
prior to becoming anintern. Some dohave
11. Master thetasks ofyour job.
5. Buildeffective relationships.
working experienceand have had a chance
12. Acquire the knowledge, skillsand
6.Become agoodfollower.
to work with people of different backabilities youneed.
7. Understandyour organization 's
grounds." Mcßride said."Youcan usually
tell from spending 10 minutes withsomeSource: National Association of Colleges andEmployers.
one."
She emphasizedhow important it is
it,
great time to join the nursing field,nurses are intimidated at first,but once she did it
that students get practical working experiEveryone
she worked with
wasn't so scary.
neededbothhere and abroad."
encebefore theygraduate,and internships
was very
internship
during
her
three-month
always
known
opportunity
explained
wonderful
Lefor
shehas
provide students with
explainthings.
helpfuland took time to
she wanted tobe anurse. She enjoys the
to do so.
a
Jamila Johnson,senior journalism
though
even
itcanbe
applying,
rewardingfeeling
Mcßride
advises
When
challenge at times.In her internship she does major, has done eight internships. She feels it
prospective interns to learn all they can
is the most valuable thing students can do to
rounds, distributes medication,takes blood
about an organization. This shows the.
getexperience withintheir field* "once you
and has helped with acesarean-section birth.
employer that a student has a genuine
leave school you don't get the same opportu"It's agreat program and great cainterest in their organization andit prepares
—
the student to ask questions of the employer. reers in the next 10 years, with older nurses nities."
She explainedhow the experience
Ericka Briggs, senior business major, retiring, there willa great demand to take care
helped
her coast through herclasses and
of the baby-boomers," she added.
begansearching for internships about this
people
who do internships tend tobe at
Mark Griswold, senior international
timelast year. Thoughan internship wasn't
another level in theirclasses. "The theoretistudies major, did aninternship withthe
required for her major shereceived five
cal stuff is great,but this way you know what
Washington State GOPCommunications
credits and begancompiling on-the-job
in anewsroom."
reallyhappens
market,
Office during winter quarter.
experience:to use either for the job
Johnson,
Now
who willbe attending
politics...
lwant to
"Iaminterested in
or ifshe decides to go to Law School. Her
fall,
Law
School
inthe
is the internship
part
ofthe
see whatit is all about andbe
search began withMoffat.
of Seattle,and hires
coordinator
for
the
Port
process," said Griswold. "Igotto standon the
before
"Ihad acouple ofinterviews
—
works with
year.
interns
a
She
also
36
senate floor and interview Governor Locke
starting at Liberty Mutual whocontacted
"temptern"
their
Campuspoint.com
with
"Then,
and several senators."
the placement center," saidBriggs.
said
several
SU
studentshave
program.
She
experience,
great
Griswold saidit was a
with Mary Lou [Moffat] 's help, itall fell
Point,
Campus
through
placement
to
into
received
inspired
go
him
into place. Take advantageof the opportuni- anexperience that has
"it's a greatresource."
politics. "When Iinterviewed Senate
ties out there."
he
that
Arsalan Bukhari, senior business
said
experience.
[Bill]
Finkbeiner
Majority Leader
Briggs is thankful for the
four

—

The fwe credits she pickedup duringher
internship last summerare enablingher to

take just 10 credits now,during her final
quarter. She says it gives her more time to
play softball, plus her supervisors are
professional references onher resume.
Annie Lefor, senior nursingmajor,
also advocates internships a requirement
for nursingmajors, duringtheir senior
—
year she tried several.
to be
"Thereis so much content
—
covered in the medical field thehands-on
approach ofan internship is so helpful. You
really remember," Lefor said. "Nowis a

—

whohas completed
thereneeds to be moreyouth inpolitics— so I finance major,
—
internships
the
fourth resulting in permaam running for the 43rdDistrict [Seattle]
—
nent
also elaborates on the
Speaker
placement
of the
Representativeagainst current

House Frank Chop."
Catherine ODea, senior journalism
major, did a photojournalism internship at the
NBCaffiliate in Tampa,Fla. last summer. She
emphasized the importance of the experience.
"Ilearned so much Iwouldn't have
learned inthe classroom," saidO'Dea. "I
went up in helicopterscovering house fires. I
learned how to editfilm. Between this and
havean entire portfolio now."
my writing,I
mentioned
she was abit
ODea

Jt^JS?*-

I

importance of internships.
—
"Ialways tell people I
know my
—
friends that you can'tafford not to do an
internship," explained Bukhari. "Students
wholeave university without doing one
really put themselves at a disadvantage.
Employers wholook at your resume don't
usually ask how much youmade; they just
see the name,like Payne Weber, on your
resume."
He feels gettingexperience at a big

name companyis the way to go; even ifit
isn't the "job" you want. You get a chance to
learn;he says things he's learned while
interning have come in handy on class
projects and vice versa.
"In the summer youhaveno excuse
not to work," he added. He encourages
people to check out online resources, like
www.erecruiting.com,and the placement
center.He emphasized that, "you have to be
motivated."
Thereare many online sources,the
National Association of Colleges and
Employers recommends exploring all
available options, especially the CDC. They
offer help to students and alumni exploring
the jobmarket, offering advice for marketing
yourselfand succeeding on the job.They
help witheverything fromresumes and cover
letters, tomock interviews.
"So often people aren't aware of their
body language and little things," said
Merridy Rennick,CDC career specialist.
"We domock interviews and video tape
—
them we talk about content and which parts
aren't presented well."
Rennick explained thatit'slike
coaching. They coach people on how to
present themselves in aninterview setting:
what to emphasize and what not to.People
can watch themselves on tape to see what
they want tochange. There are twointerview
rooms available in the CDC and four—people
in the office trained todo interviews all
youneedis an appointment.
The CDC offers some tips to "getting
To
in." begin: get specific information and
start the process of networking within your
field. Talk to professors, family and friends,
alumni and anyone,you neverknow who

willhelp.Attend events on campusand talk
toguest speakers. Ask professors what

professional associations theybelong to,
whenand where they meet and ask if you
can go. Call organizations you areinterested
inandask to schedule an informational
interview.
—
"It makes so much sense but
ask what are
studentsneed to hear it again. I
youdoing to become aknown quantity and
what are you doing tonetwork?" Barrientos
said. "Evenintroverts
— can start a process,
begin withe-mail there are steps youcan
take to makeitless scary."
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Search and download: file sharing on campus
Madeleine Hottman
Staff Writer
Most college students are familiar
with thebeauties of file sharing: free
downloads of music and movies, software
and video games.
Some people would argue,however,
that file sharing is immoral. Others would
argue that it ruins the recording industry's
sales. Still others find no moralor economic problems withit.
These differing opinions are rooted
not only in personalphilosophy, but also in
our society's treatmentof such issues. The
issue comes down to whether file sharing
is stealing, hindrance to an artist's income,
or whether it is a way for that artist's
music or a game to be more accessible for
large numbers of people.
Music has been traditionally disseminated to the public throughrecordings
that peoplepurchase. With the advent of
modern technology, it is easier not to buy
is an
music or videos. Copying technology
—
invention of the 21st century remember
those cassette recorders? Now, instead of
having to deal with the bulky andcumbersome cassettes, there are compact discs
and MP3s, a popular audio compression
format on the Internet.
Digital files areeasier to access and
aremore user-friendly than the vinyl of
artists as they view programs suchas
earlier generations,but it also makes it
Napster.They saw it as piracy.
easier to spread these files without
"If you went into a music store and
regulations. Napster, one of the first
walked out without paying, it's the same as
programs to share files, is a good example file sharing, only on the Internet there's no
ofthis type of access. Napster allowed
detector at the door," Jim Fowler, SU's
free,
for
and
users to download music
Information Technology CIO, said. "From
ignoredthe copyright laws.It eventually
a legal standpoint it's just like stealing. It's
was shut down in a lawsuit in which
not fair to expectrecord companies to live
Metallica sued the makers ofNapster for
with free."
copyrightinfringements.
The recordingindustry is especially
concerned with the sales of compact discs
because in recent years, the sales of music
have dropped. Many link this with the
you went into a
expansionof file sharing.
However, according to a study
music store and
"Music Sales in the Age ofFile Sharing"
paying,
out
done by Eric Boorstin, a senior at
Princeton,
the escalation of file sharing
the same as
and decline ofrecord sales are not related.
on
Boorstin claimed that there are other
factors that have to be taken into considerInternet
no
ation when looking at two sets of data. The
study focused on the impact of Internet use
detector at
door.
on CD sales. Boorstin did not focus on file
Fowler,SU
sharingspecifically because the data
Information CIO
available on the use of the Internet is more
reliable than that on file sharing. The study
found that every additional Internet user in
a metro areacorrelated with 3.5 CDs sold.
On the surface, technology is
Note that this study did not focus on
wonderful: free music and videos at the
touch of akeypad. The download is almost causation, only correlation, and it also
instant, dependingon the Internet connec- measured marginal effects, not average
tion, and the file is tidy and takes up no
effects. This means that the study established that there wasno negative correlaphysical space. A thousand albums saved
tion between increasedInternet use and
on ahard drive are much easier to handle
declining
compact disc sales.
andcollect much less dust than a thousand
studyby Oberhozer and
Another
records.
However,the other side is the moral Strumpf, which took a different approach,
found that saleslost by free riders,younger
complication with not paying for somepeople who download large quantities of
thing that is copyrighted and someone's
music to accrue a large music library, are
source ofincome. At the same time, one
one
not
balanced by increased sales from samplers,
less video sold does
less record or
theincome
of
a
who download their favorite songs and buy
seem like itcouldhurt
downloading
more
the
CDs based on what they find on the
person
millionaire when
Internet.
In other words, this study found
struggle
pay
to
to
tuition
and
the file has
that there areno negative effects from file
rent every month. According to the
sharing, though the current situation results
American Bar Association,radio was
originally viewed by record companies and inless revenue for record companies.

"If

walked

without

it's
file
sharing, only the
there's
"
the
-Jim

ArtbyAviMaslan
to sales, the study found

In addition
that free riders have no moral objection to
downloading, while samplers tend to have
some moral objections, but that is also
variable.
File sharing is usually done on the
Internet.File sharing on Napster, of
course, was declared illegal based on
copyright complications. Underground
networks became morecommon when the
lawsuits started, so the issue of file sharing
was not resolved by a crackdown on major
violators.There were reparations paidby a
few people who were unfortunate or
careless enough to be caught with illegal
files,but the majority of the file sharing
community remained anonymous.
"There are definite moral issues
associated with [file sharing]. That's why
people are getting sued right now,"
sophomore Nathan Affolter said. "Anytime
you share files, you arebreaking laws. It's
just not enforceable, especially on this
campus right now. There's just nothing that
can be done about it."
Another example of file sharing
methods is KaZaA. The Netherlands
Supreme Court inAmsterdam recently
ruled that KaZaA is legal and does not
violate copyright law. TheNetherlands is
extremely liberal on social issues, so this is
not indicative of any new legal trend, but it
does show that there may be a broader
opinion of file sharing coming soon.
On Seattle University's campus most
students are familiar with the DC++
program that allows file sharing on public
hubs as well as on SU's ownprivate hub.
One student operates the software for each
residence hall.
"Thehub itselfis not illegal, but
there are some illegal files exchanged on
it. Everyone knows about therisk involved," Affolter said of the DC++
program.
"The copyright laws arepretty
specific. Any sharing is potentially risky,"
Jim Fowler said.
According to Fowler there are

problems withfile sharing on a hub like
SU's because the hub can only support so
many files.
"Ifusers droppedlarge mp3 files on
the network drive,the hub can't support
that kindof load," Fowler said, 'it's
possible to add room, but that costs money
and could take away from services to
students."
The more legal alternatives are
Napster 2.0 or theiTunes Music Store.But
these only have about 500,000 songs
while,KaZaA has millions andis free.
TheAmerican Bar Association
proposed a new system for file sharing in

March. The proposal is for people who
share files,specifically copyrighted
materials registered to the Recording
Industry Association of America (RIAA),
to pay a small monthly fee. The suggested
$5 fee wouldbe collected by theRIAA and
there would be antitrust legislation to
regulate it. This proposal suggests that the
majority of file sharers would pay the fee
instead of using alternatives to elude the
legal system. TheBar Association claims
that the recording industry would win,
litigation for illegal sharing would become
less frequent and the public would only be
out a small fee.
"It's the carrot vs. the stick approach," Fowler said. "Filing a lawsuit to
will not be as
make people comply —
effective as the carrot the alternative. It
won't stopit. Everyone thinks free is
better."
Fowler thought that this approach
was already somewhat in practice and that
the logistical issues may hinder this
approach to solving theineffective
lawsuits and unfairness to theartists and
companiesproducing records.
"A lot has to go into making it
practical. These [iTunes music stores and
the like] services are gaining market
share," Fowler said. "The key is that it has
to be practical andaccessible and people
have to be willing to pay for what they are
getting."
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Patti Smith's Trampin refreshingly different
Angelina Sam-Hi
Sports Editor
It's hard to find music today that strays away from
the pop scene, as it seems everyone eventually goes in that
direction to get attention. However, Parti Smith's new
album, Trampin, is, thankfully, arefreshing, different
sound than doesn't come close to any music that has come
out recently. Smith, who's been around sinceher 1975
debut album Horses, seemed to take a different approach
to her music

for this album than those of the past.
She is known for having a punk-rock sound to her,
yet the songs on this new album have a more 60s or 70s
rock sound than punk. I
couldn't helpbut think the first
few songs on the album soundedalmost likeFleetwood
Mac. Iliked these songs because they are so different than
what is on theradio these days andhave a good beat that
really sets the tone for the rest of the CD. As it goes on,
however, it gets slower and she doesn't sound as good as
in the first few songs.
The title track, "Trampin," which is actually one of
the slow songs, wasoneof my favorite songs on the CD.
As soon as the song started, Icould tell it was something I
was going to like andit mademe want to keep listening to
it.The lyrics Smith singsreally bring life to the song.
What makes this album strong is the fact that Smith
herself took part in writing all the songs, whichis shown
in the way she sings them. You can tell in her voice that
she believes in what sheis singing about and, in a way, it's
likeher telling a story or a poem.

Courtesy of Columbia Records

There isalso a very strong anti-war theme that runs
through this album, including protest songs to hopeful
hymns, for example in her song "Radio Baghdad" she
sings, "Of thebanks of the Tigris andthe Euphrates /Oh,
in Mesopotamia Aloofness ran deep / ThefaceofEve
turningI
What sky didshe see/ What garden beneathher
/
feet Theone you drill/ You drillpulling the blood of"the
earth /Little droplets ofoilfor bracelets little jewels.
Before listening to this album, Ireallyhad no idea

who Smith wasor how long she had been around. She
seems to have a lot of talent and a true love for both
writing and singing. Although this isn't something that I
would normally listen to, it was anice change from what's
on the radio or television.
This bandis experienced,and it shows in all the
songs. Smith explained in a recent interview with
BostonPhoenix.com whereher inspiration for this album
came from, "This bandhas been togethereight years,and
there's a lot of wordless trust, the same way there was
back in the era whenbands jammed a lot.Both of the long
songs were improvised in the studio; we made twopasses
at 'Gandhi'and three at 'Radio Baghdad' and that was it.I
studied alotabout Gandhi,readbooks he'dwrittenand gotmy
thoughts together,but there wereno lyrics written. SoI'm
especiallyproudof those. Some of the prettiersongs were written
for my mother,because shepassedaway withsuch dignity. All
my siblings werepresent; it wasinspiring. So thisrecordcouldn't
be depressing,because my mother was sucha fighter. GungHo
[2000,Arista] waspropelledbymy father, who wasa quiet and
modest man, so some of that introspection foundits way onto the
guess that'slife."
album. .So yes,they'repropelledby loss,butI
you're
If
intorock music from the 60s or 70s, orjust
to something new,I
listening
feel like
wouldrecommend this
Overall,
album.
the albumhas somereally good songs and
even with some ofthe not-so-good vocals, theband does a
great job in keeping thebeat and making it enjoyable to listen

.

to.

For more information onParti Smith or any ofher

albums, visit www.pattismith.net.

William Hung, who the heck is this guy anyway
Catherine ODea
Staff Writer
For those of you who don't know
who William Hung is,no need to worry,

has his own video and participates inoff
the wall contests forradio shows. Idon't
know what's worse, the fact that these kind
of eventsexist or that people are actually
attending and participating in them.

■youate \V\e fortunate ones.He's made a
name forhimself. In fact, he has become

and civil engineering student at the

extremely famous all over the nation. And
for what, you ask? For beingcompletely
untalented. But, this is no Britney Spears
situation. At least she's somewhat entertaining and let's face it, a totally sexy pop
icon. But who the heck is this guy anyway?
Well folks, heblessed your televisionscreen not toolong ago when he tried
out for American Idol and completely
made a fool of himself singing Ricky
Martin's "She Bangs." What is wrong with
you America? He sounded deplorable, had
no beat or rhythm and the fashion sense of
an 80-year-old man. But still,you want
more William Hung. Ijust don't get it.
He's sprawled all over the Internet
with websites dedicated entirely to
himself. He has signed a record contract
withFuse Music Network and Koch
Records (what wereyou guys thinking),

The 21-year-oldHongKongnative

Universityof California,Berkley, has a top

100 Billboard album. His album has been
on the charts for four weeks and currently
holds the number 73 spotbeating out Scan

Paul and SarahMcLachlan. Something has
gone terribly wrong here.
And,he was just herein Seattle
performing for free at the TacomaDome
for a one-hour concert and autograph
signing,hosted by our very own Star 101.5
radio station. For the 1,000 of you who
showed up to this event, and you know
who you are, shame on you for promoting
such a thing.
Sure, it was funny forabout two minutes
but Hung's timeisup. People, wake upand get
ridofthisguy. Stopbuying his album, stop
checking outhis websites, justcut off any ties
youhave to this notalent,unentertaining, selfembarrassing guy whohas hadhis 15 minutes
offame.

Courtesy of http://www.williamhung.net

William Hung attempts to sing at American Idol
Hung saiditallhimself whenhe told
AmericanIdoljudges,"Ihavehadnoprofessional training." Yeah,no kidding, William. So
hopefullyhe will soontake his own advice,

drop out ofthis popmusic worldand goback to
school wherehe belongs.Because, honestly, I
don't think my ears cantake much more of this
rubbish,and hopefullyneither can yours.
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~~mKMf Mortgage
A Subsidiary of First Independent Bank, Est 1910

"specialistin helping theSeattle University communitybuy or refinance
I
theirhorn* with little or nodownpaymentANDno closing costs!

'showInstructor*howto buy home* with up to a.50%price reduction aver
conformingloanproduct*.
TeachersOnly!
help stMdents understandtheircredit and show them
I
Just hew easy tt can
bt to own their ownhomeandbuildrealwealth evenbefore graduation!

CALL TODAY TO SEEHOW
Joe Kelly

SonterUwnOmcr
Direct 206-494-8123
To!Free: 800-838-602
Fax 206-833-00*4
Enwril: Jko«y©rmdoiinB.oom
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Death Cab For Cutie
doesn't get proper
homecoming: low
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performance
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thing About Airplanes.Highlights
of the set included the wintery
song "Photobooth" from 2000's
fave,
Local indie-pop
Death Forbidden LoveEP, "Company
Cutie,
played the first of Calls Epilogue" fromWe Have
Cab For
TheFacts and We 're Voting YES,
three sold out shows at The
as
well as "A Movie Script
Showbox on First Avenue in
Seattle,
Ending"
from ThePhoto Album.
last Thursday.
downtown
Halfway
through the set,
Even though the doors
Gibbard,
joined
Ben
drummer
late,
at 8:30
opened a half hour
in
a
"drumoff'
Jason McGeer
p.m., and the concert kicked off
whereboth members played
at 9 p.m., devoted fans didn't
drums on different sets in a
mind the wait.
rhythmic poetic fashion. Despite
Lion,
trio,
Pedro the
Local
phenomenal
a
efforts by Death
things
up to lukewarm
opened
Cab, the crowd was surprisingly
crowd, with a collection of songs
'
dead, which Gibbard attributed to
from their new album Achilles
Heel, as well as from older
the show being on a school night,
not to mention the night of the
albums such as Control.
"Bands
Friends'
series finale.
The set started with
with the dreamy
Closing
the
track
Managers,"
With
first
"Transatlantacism" the title track
on Achilles'Heel. Fans were
from their 2003 album, Gibbard
offered an early chance to buy

Kris Rice
Staff Writer

nAVfcL |

lwww.statravel.com I

424 Broadway Aye. Ease

(206) 329.4567
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Pedro's newalbum three weeks
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Words you don't want to hear from a
potential employer. But don't worry: if your
materials are that bad, you'll never
get the interview anyway.
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You've worked hard for four years don't
blow it now with a weak resume and cover letter.
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We can help. Our Career Launch package includes
a professionally written resume, cover letter
and two hours of time with a career coach
who knows what works with employers. .and
what doesn't. It's the best $449
you willever spend.

.

Call us at (206) 281 -8660
for more details or check us out at
www.janzenassociates.com.
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before its official street release
date.
Co-headliner Ben Kweller,
offered an eccentric, yet entertainingly catchy set.But evenhis
strongstagepresence and
humorous antics couldn't rouse
the lethargic attendants.
Songs played included the
title track single from their new
album "On My Way," as well as
old favorites like "Sha Sha" and
the piano ballad "In Other
Words." Gradually,Ben
Kweller's pop-rock melodies
picked up the tempo of the
concert.In specific, their clever
rendition of "Ice Ice Baby" with a
BK twistleft the crowd wanting
more.
Finally, Death Cab for
Cutie came on around 11 p.m.
and played into the early hours of
Friday, the 7th. Lead singer Ben
Gibbardand company opened
with"Bend To Squares," a single
from their 1999 release, Some-

displayedmore musical versatil-

ity. This track, with Gibbard on
vocals and keyboards,leaves fans
in an indescribable euphoric
state. Spanning over seven
minutes in length,
"Transatlanticism" was the
perfect ending to an incredible
show.
Succumbing to tradition,
DeathCab was cheered back on
stage for an encore. Ben Gibbard
and guitarist, Chris Walla,
returned to play "405" and
"Styrofoam Plates".
Comparable to the string of
November tour dates at Showbox,
this DeathCab show ended
wonderfully and was nothing
short of amazing.
Four albums, twoEP's, and
three side projects later, Death
Cab For Cutie is still alive and
churning out consistently good
music with substance and
eloquentlyrics; andall the while
gaining moreand more fans and
recognition.
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All questions, comments or concerns can bemade at Ext. 6382 or honours@seattleu.edu!
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Don't miss your
chance to vote!
4

Today is the last day to vote for ASSU
Spring elections.Voting ends at 11:59
p.m.
voice heard and vote!
Make your
J
r
This year voting takes place entirely online.
So go to www.suonline.edu to vote for your
faVOrite Candidates.
. .,

Aucuc
Celebrate the heritage and culture
of the Hawaiian islands through
food, dance and entertainment.
Tickets are $20.

f*
Campion Ballroom.
at

in

y s
0pm

For more information contact
,

To learn more about each of the candidates go to
www.seattleu.edu/assu. There you can find

candidate profiles and the election timeline. Election
results willbe available May 14 at 2 p.m.

husseyc@seattleu.edu.

Listen tO KSUB in the
BlStfO dUlinS VOUf
\lunch hour!

...

-

CaleattdClabSaeh^lor/
3aeh£lonztt£ flcietion

Weekdays from l2~lpm

May
J 18 at 7:30 p.m., in Pigott Auditorium

Wednesday: News Hour
Thursday: LPD Jay
Friday: Nate and Molly

xlSly^Gre'llJtei

Some of Seattle University's finest bachelors and bachelorettes will
be auctioned off with dates to local restaurants to raise funds for
members of Calcutta Club who are preparing to go to India to work
with the Sisters of Charity.

Check out KSUB online at
www.seattleu.edu/ksub.

ACTIVITiyioiWCIL
SuSIeS EeNTsSnDfronUlMlMtro,
iwKUnMSSIM
Shui&nL£r: MPGm)msafls

movie night

Quadstock volunteers

BrdZf(

needed!

May 13 at 7 p.m.,
in Schaffer auditorium
"

~

The previously sceduled Late Night
"
Carnival on May 14 has beencancelled.

Volunteer for Quadstock andrecieve
a Quadstock T-shirt
and
free admission.
Tofind out more callExt.6047 or stop by the SEAC
Office STCN3SO.

Marketplace
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Classifieds
100. For Sale

200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc.

work per diem or contract
assignments throughout
Seattle, North and South
SUMMERCAMP JOBS
end facilities. We offer no
for men and women 6/19/04 gimmicks, just straight
8/27/04. Spend your
great pay, flexible hours,
summer in a beautiful
endless work and the
setting while in worthwhile opportunity to experience
employment. Hidden Valley the professionalism and
Camp in Granite Falls,WA, excellence that Medical
needs: counselors,lifeStaffing Network is known
guards, driver/maintenance for. Register today, work

200. Help Wanted

Youknow how importantyouf cell
phone is Ifspractically your lifeline.
Many ofour 373 million customersfed
the same way.so we know you're the

-

ideal person toulkwith them about
Verizon Wireless productsandservices.

Customer Service

Representatives

A collegedegreeIs preferred.

Bißngual candidates (SpanisWEngllsh)
arehighly desirable.

Thevalue beginswith you.
Make your first call to action at:
800/575-HIRE(4473)andreference
job code AEOB.

tM

****^^^

_„

j|t, MM \>ddy*^

;^tjßi
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?
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Tl ISli r 23W8T?
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Own YourCareer.
verizonwireless.com/careers
W« are »n equal opportunityemployer, m/f/d/v.

\wßk
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Not Ready For
the LSAT?
rim Steven Klein. LSAT specialist. Fourteen years cind
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
jibout this tost, or- how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why 1still
teacli my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
Nfy nine week coui-se features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $895.
Ican answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:

-

524-4915

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT IS S.U. NIGHT!

-

staff,RN, program staff;

kitchen staff and more.
Room/Board/Salary. Call
theHVC office at 425-844-8896 or e-mail us at:
hiddenvalleycamp®
earthlink.net for more
information.

tomorrow.

Work Study Volunteer
Intake Coordinator provide information about the
Fremont Fair and its many
fun events; register individuals and groups for their
volunteer shift; manage
The University of Washing- database. Reg: being
ton State GEAR UP Project
eligible for Work Study;
is hiring mentors to work
combination of 2 yrs colwith middle/high school
lege & human service work
students for the 2004 Sum- exp; strong communication
mer Institute. Specified
skills;prior volunteer exp &
weeks between June 14 and ability to work some eveAugust 13. Previous experinings & weekends. FT,
ence working with kids a
$1 0.85/hr. Formore info or
must. Stipend equivalent to application, apply at
$10.28/hr. Submit cover
www.fremontpublic.org or
letter and resume by April
contact Lynda at 206-69420. For info, email Bruce
-6825. Must complete FPA
Wynn at wynnb@u.wash
application. AA/EEO.
ington.edu. No phone calls
accepted.

-

500. For Rent

Summer Nanny, bilingual
English/Spanish, needed for
7 y/ogirl starting July 6.
Tues - Fri. 9-5. Carrequired. Interest in elementary education a plus. Close
toUW. Call Nancy, evenings, 526-9051.

Currently seeking Top
Notch Registered Nurses to

3BLOCKS FROM S.U.
immaculate, spacious,
tastefully restored studio
with garden view in classic
brick: top floor, leaded
windows, cove ceilings,
huge walk-in closet. $655.
Sorry, no pets or smoking.
1422E. Union Street. 206
323-4329
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Editorial
Remember thestandoffs you had as a kid with your siblings
could last for days sometimes, and in
under-age-13 time that's a significant duration. Eventually
you'dforget what you were fighting for,but of course surrender would mean admitting you were wrong or had wasted
time. Negotiate a peace treaty? Never!
In these times of war (where the protagonists and antagonists are all adults by the way), we've forgotten why we're
fighting, which should be a sign to all of us intelligent
or playmates? They

Americans that it's time to re-examine our reasons for going
to war in the first place. Tracking theBush administration's
rationale for sending troops to Iraq ever since last April has
been a rather fruitless exercise for the American public.
Initially we were told our country went into Iraq to root out
weapons of mass destruction and depose Saddam Hussein.
Thatline ofreasoningfailing toconvince everyone, it seemed
we were preventing the next Sept. 11by rooting out terrorists.
Next, we wanted to hand the Iraqi people democracy on a
silver platter (like it's a one-size fits all arrangement).
Now take a look at the reconstruction news you've heard
coming out of Iraq. Reconstruction,in whatever shape it may
eventually take, hasn't really happened yet. We seemed to
have replaced one military rule with another, responding to a
growing number of American casualties.
Ask almost any war critic why we're really in Iraq and
they'lltell youit's becauseofU.S.interests more thanlikely
they'll say it's because of the oil there. Andit's rhetorically
difficult to deny that charge whentheU.S. says we're there to
build ademocracy, but closes down an Iraqi newspaper, kills
or woundsthousands ofIraqis, leaving many ofthem without
medical help, takes control of Iraq's governing council and
resources, and tortures Iraqi prisoners.
Last time we checked, democracy included freedom of
press, sovereignty over government and legal system, inde-

—

pendent controlof resources andhumane treatmentregardless
of nationality orcrime.
Negotiating a peace treaty andreplacing U.S. forces inIraq
with U.N. forces wouldlikely mean blinking first andadmitting that we've already overspent our own resources, both

human and environmental. With many Americans returning
home from Iraq dead or wounded in body or spirit, there has
tocome a time in the near future when we assess the costs of
this war to outweigh the benefits, whatever those might be.
The Spectator EditorialBoard consists of Erica Terence,
KyleFordand AustinBurton.Signedcommentariesreflect
the opinions of the authors and not necessarily of the
Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.

—

—
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Iraq prison violations
come as no surprise
avengethe attacks, sometodo something to alleviate the sense of loss
they felt and as a result, many are
currentlyserving intheMiddleEast.
Daniel Pearl, Wall StreetJournal
reporter, is executed in Pakistan in
2002,in pursuit of a story. He was
executedbecause he was American
and Jewish according to news re-

KYLE FORD
Managing Editor
When the newsmedia broke the
story regarding the alleged abuses
in the Iraqiprison, two words were

predominately used, 'shocked' and
'appalled* orsome variationthereof.
PresidentBush wasbothshocked
and appalled, but stopped
shortof apologizing for the
actions of the soldiers heis
responsible for. All the 24-hour news media outlets
showed the public "shocking and appalling" pictures
of atrocities in Iraqi detention facilities.
Appalling I get, but
shocked? Idon't think so.
There are no compelling
logicalreasons tobe shocked
by the actions. Whatis more
shocking is actually taking
pictures. What were they
going to do with them?Really,it'sprettydisgusting to
think about. But let's just

exactly the enemy is. This dehumanizationleads to abreakdown in
communication which leads to a
downward spiral ofrelations with
the generalpublic, more terrorists
and so forth.
Now take a look into the detention facilities like the Abu Ghraib
nearBaghdad. Theseare filled with
suspected terrorists, undermanned
ports.
TheU.S.invadesIraq to"free the and the guards are young, scared
Iraqi people of an oppressive re- soldiers who have limited tools at
gime." It isfairly certain that many their disposal and lack the proper
U.S. soldiers believe theyare doing skills to determine the difference
the just thing and are trying to im- between a lawful order andan unlawful order. That is a recipe for
prove the world.
Since the activehostilities inIraq abuse and disaster.
While
atrocious
and
ended last year, U.S. troops have
been hounded by small organized uncondonable,it'spossibleto make
factions ofmilitant Islamic funda- the connections between the solmentalists.
diers' rationales and the abuses.
First, a normal soldier
guarding prisoners suspectedof killing his compatriots might feel a little
resentment toward the
to
people he/sheis supposed
to be guarding. Second,
whenyou'reoutnumbered
535 to one it is probable
thattheeasiest way to control people wouldbe to put
fear into theirhearts -fear
that you would have no
compunction
about ending
to
got out of
they
their life if
Finally,
hand.
one soldier

Soldiers are trained dehumanize the enemy. If
they weren't trained this
way, they wouldbe of
little use as soldiers as it
is difficult pull a
trigger when you put a
face on a target.

move on to the subject at
hand.
I'mnotcondoningthesepeople's
actions in any way, but Ican see
where, they couldbementally able
to commit such atrocious acts.
For those of you still reading,
let'slook at some factorscontributing to the issue looking back to
where it started and moving forward in time.
It takes one to two years to fully
train a regular soldier, depending
on their job training.
For the past 10 years U.S. citizens have been told that Saddam
Hussein and his regime are bad.
There are many religions decrees,
or fatwas, issued by Islamic militant clerics declaring Americans as
targets of opportunity for violence

a private(verylow ranked)
says she was ordered to
pose for the photos. The
justification was that the

Soldiersaretrained tode-human-

tactics used to interrogate the pris-

izetheenemy.If they weren't trained
this way,they wouldbeoflittle use
as soldiers as it is difficult to pull a
trigger when you put a face on a
target(evenifthat targetis shooting
at you).In thiscasetheenemy is the

oners were working and achieving

results. The utilitarian side of the
Department of Defense justified
their actions in that they were savingAmericanlives.Then this young
person had no grounds to question
theordersshe wasgiven.She wanted
to save lives right?
Once again, what a minority of
people did in these prisons is inexcusable. However,if welook at the
historyis it really allthat shocking?
Indeed is it all that shocking that
there areleadershipissues thatcome
into play as well? While theleaders
maynot have know what was going
on inside the prison, they may have
also sharedthe views ofthe younger
soldiers and not looked as closely
as they should have either.

nebulous arena of militant Islamic
fundamentalists.
As you can see, after Sept. 11,
Pearl's death, anti-Saddam propaganda for years, the mutilation of
American contract workers, and
U.S. forces as frequent targets of
opportunity, our young soldiers are
alreadypredisposed todisliking the
militant Islamic fundamentalists.
Add thatall upand it's easy tomake
the jump to total dehumanization.
Unfortunately for the people in
and execution.
Middle-Eastern countries, the ter11
rorists are using theirown populaSept.
many
After the
attacks
youngpeoplejoined the militaryin tions as a shields so soldiers, who Kyle Ford is a juniorpublic
order toshow their support for their are already at a heightened
' stateof relations major. Sendfeedback
country. Some peoplesigned up to awarenessandfear,don t know who to fordWs2@seattleu.edu.

Letters to the Editor
While Shalin Hai-Jew'sdescription of sales tacticsis truck, or a minivan. Ihave to deal with customers who,
have to when Iask them, say "I need a computer that's fast".For
somewhatcorrect for morepredatory salesmen,I
assumption
takeissueat your
that allsalesassociatestreat what?Email? Gaming,Programming?
their customers this way ("Assessing the value of relaInorder to findout whatthey need,Ihavetobefriendly.
tionships," The Spectator, 5-6-04).
Everyonewalks into a store andthinks a salesmanis there
Iused to work at Fry's Electronics in Renton for 8 to take yourmoney,andIhave to overcomethat assumpmonths as a Sales Associatein thecomputer department. tionso that Ican get them tobuy what theyneed and,more
That department is solelyresponsible for making about importantly,be happy with it.
50% oftheentire store's dailyrevenue,so I
had a LOTof
Youmay think thatthat smileis fake, butit's not for me.
experiencein selljng customers products.
I'm not going to getsappyandsay it'sbecauseIcare about
One thingI
learnedinsales was that peoplecan always the customer. Iwore that smile because Iknew I was
bring stuff back, and they do. The motto in my depart- makingmoney,regardless of whatyou bought.AllIhadto
ment was "hits happen". Thebestyoucan dois make sure do was to get you to buy today.
you sellthem what they need, not what they want.
Now, car salesmenhave it easy; peopleusually walk
Joe Tynan,
IT/Cable Administrator
into a dealershipknowingif they want a sedan, a pickup
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Seattle University should Visuals lack substance
consider Greek system

We're sofixatedon what'sgoing tohappen
that we don't focus on what's happening

now.

the problems people face on this campus is
how tomeetpeople ona campus that is filled
with commuters.Students usuallyknow quite
a few people from their dorm floor,but don't
know very many on the rest of the campus.
Also, students' friends are typicallypeopleof
their same class. Having a Greek system
wouldallow students to meet people who are
anywhere from freshmen to seniors and who
are there to have fun and make friends.
It is already difficult to makethe transition
into college life, and especially when you
have to not only get used to a new college
LAURA PHILLIPS
campus,but an urbanenvironment as well. A
Copy Editor
Greek system promotes a feeling of commuScholarship, leadership and service. Do nity in a large city.It gives students a family
these terms sound familiar? Do they remind away from home. Greek systems give stuyou of the values a Jesuit institution holds? dents a support network which can help them
These three values are actually the founda- graduate.
One study shows that students involvedin
tion of Greek systems. They are similar to
excellence,faith,
jus- Greek systems are 10 percent more likely to
Jesuit values- academic
tice and leadership.Maybe it'stime that our graduate from college. This is probably beschool institutes yet another outlet for stu- cause students inGreek systems have areason to keep going to class. They are being
dents to promote Jesuit values.
by their fellow Greeks to sucsystem
gotencouraged
has
Over the years, the Greek
schools,
it
many
ten a bad name because at
ceed.
This school would be vastly improved if
hasbecome solelya catalyst for parties, beer
werea strongGreek system inplace. It
not
that
all
there
mean
and scandals. That does
would create anopportunity
fraternitiesandsororifor
students tomeet otherstuway.
ties are that
By the numbers...
dentsin
anon-academic,nonmany
campuses
On
33 U.S. presidents and 16 vice
political
format. Students
is
a
system
the Greek
presidents are Greek.
tomake friends
wouldbeable
positive community
71percent of who's who listees
who
classes and
are
of
all
builder. Fraternities are Greek.
joining a
By
backgrounds.
and sororities are not
85 percent of Fortune 500 exGreek system, studentshave
about how much ecutives are Greek.
"
someone can drink:
Fraternityand sorority members theopportunitytohaveagrea*
time
with their brethren and
Theyare about sisterarelOpcrcent morelikelytograduhood and brother- atefrom college thannon-Greeks. make lasting friendships.
Some people say that on
hood. Greek systems
www.sigmak.berkeley.edu/
not only provide stusuchasmall campus,it would
greek.htm
dividethecampus.Howonly
dents with a safe enever,
it would actually unify
vironment to socialthey
areason to stay
in,
promote
community
campus
givepeople
but
also
the
and
ize
going elsethan
peralways
honor
rather
integrity,
campus
service academic
and
on
development.
to
find
fun.
sonal
where
Thereare many othersmall schoolsaround
It seems like there are a lot of freshmen
country that have Greek systems that
Universityacademically
but
the
wholikeSeattle
have had trouble finding a good group of impact the university ina positive way.For
friends, or whofeel likethereisn't verymuch example, Santa Clara University,which is a
happening on campus.
Jesuit Catholic schoolofabout the sizeofSU
Shouldn't the freshman class at this small has a smallGreek system,andtheir campusis
universityinthe heart of oneof thebest cities not divided because of it.
A Greek system at this school could solve
in the United States be extremely happy to
havefound theperfectplace tospend the first a lot of the problems students have with
finding a social scene on campus, as well as
four years of their adult life?
Ihave found that the most common an- create a valuable tool for giving back to the
swer to this question is: there is simply no community. Theycan providemembers with
social scene here. Many students say they a support network of people who challenge
spend most oftheir weekends watchingmov- them to do their best and who give them an
ies or doing homework. There is nothing outlet fortheirinvolvement.These things are
—
wrongwiththat butit seemslikeincollege, at the heart of what a liberal arts education is
students shouldhave alittlemore excitement all about, and for this reason among others,
in their lives than that.Is that really what we Seattle University shouldlook into starting a
want to remember about our college years? Greek system of our own.
These four years shouldbe the wildestand
mostmemorable years ofour lives,solet's do LauraPhillipsisafreshmannursingmajor.
something to make sure that they are. One of Sendfeedbacktophi/lips/1©seattleu. edu

Are you just waiting to make an argument? Write a
letter to the editor or write an opinion column on the
topic of your choice. Letg

spectator(S)seattleu.edu.
If you are interested in
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TRISHA LEONARD
Copy Editor
Roughly a century ago, people still read;
they still used their imaginations, they were
more conscientious about the world around
them. What happened?
Inventions developed,and those that were
meant for mass communication drastically
affected society and the way people thought.
It continues to do so today.
OK, the history lesson is over.
A lot of the time, the more gruesome articles and pieces of news are not accompaniedbyphotos. We're shielded by what happens in the rest of the world. Reading about
death and seeing it are two very different
things. Images make things hit home.
People see car crashes and don't think
about what the cause was,but what theresults
were. People like to see results, not analyze
the situation and take action. The attitude of
most people in America seems to be "It
doesn't matter how we got the result, just as
long as it's pleasing or interesting to me."
Americans are so visual-oriented and,because of that, have developed such short
attention spans.We area self-centered,pleaSure-based society.Allprograms, fromnightly
news to interviews have to keep up with the
fast-pacedentertainment-oriented society that
we live in,or facebeing taken off the air. We
miss the messages because all "we" care
about is being entertained.
Yes, a picture grabs a reader because it
stands outamidst aseaof text,but the picture
doesn'tconceptualize inquite the same way.

Our societyclaims to be so proacti ve,butif
wereally paid attention to all the underlying
themes of devastation in our country, we
wouldn't be the U.S.; anoverpowering,generally ignorant society.
It's quite sad to think about how much
we're actuallyshielded from, and the potential reality check we would get if we were
shown the more drastic issues.
The controversial photos of abused Iraqi
prisoners area wake-upcall. So what ifthese
things havebeen talked about in articles and
magazines before; that's text,noone looksat
that. Why read something we don't have to?
Thepictures themselveshave to be intriguing enough to make the reader want to read
the article, which in this case, they are.Otherwise, we're like defiant kids; if we don't
want to read the text, we don't have to.
As another example,video gamesare often
said to have desensitized people to violence.
While that's true,I
alsobelieve they've sento
people
real-world
violence. Video
sitized
games lack of expression.Peopledon't think
about the victims inHalo being actual human
beings, they're moving targets as far as any
gamer is concerned. However, when images
ofactual peopleare shown,such as victimsof
war crimes, it puts a perspective on things.
There's no denying that these arereal people
who have beenbrutalized.
There may even be a few individuals with
hope for changeout therethat would takethat
kernel of knowledge and turn it into something great, something that would actually
helppeople and putour societyback in track.
Idon't doubt that visual mediums are a
greatbenefit tosociety, butpeopletendtoshy

away from images that give them a reality
check. Butit's moreevident now thanever

before that reading the lines does matter.
TrishaLeonardisasophomorejournalism
major.
Send
feedback
to
leonardt© seattleu.edu

Letters to the Editor
The Spectator's recenteditorial on Gary Locke really hithome ("Editorial,"5-6-04). Our
governor servedan impressive two terms, from working hardinthe capitol to being selected to
give the Democratic response to President Bush's 2003 State of the Union Address. Your
editorialbrought tolight the factthat despiteallthatLocke has accomplishedfor our state,many
am volunteeringon KingCounty
willremember himsimply for beingan "Asian governor."I
African-American,
Sims encounters
Executive Ron Sims' campaign for governor, and as an
highest
office.
similar obstacles inhisbid for the state's
Sims isan advocate for the public and wants to make a positive difference in our state. For
instance, he is the onlycandidate committed to stopping budget cuts to education, and that
supports Initiative 884, a proposal fora$1BillionEducation TrustFund.Sims isa pro-salmon
environmentalist who willenforce polluter penalties and clean upPugetSound andthe Spokane
River. Thanks tohis leadership, the energy efficient SoundTransit lightrail will be expanded,
and willhave astop atSU. Simsis anadvocate for the homeless and will work for affordable
housingandhealthcare.A strongproponentoflabor,Sims hassecuredtheendorsements of most
of thestate's majorunions,and willfight for working class families.Ron Simsis onlycandidate
who supports equal marriagerights for same-sex couples,and is currently working withlegal
groups in the effort to change restrictions on marriage.
Sims is enthusiastic,progressive, well-liked and qualifiedfor the job.Heis a two-termKing
County Executive and is president of theNational Democratic County Officials. Seeing that
Washington's most recent governors had previous occupations as county leaders, Ron's
experience has properlyprepared him to be head of state. He manages the thirteenth largest
county inAmerica; his position asexecutiveand sizeof thebudget he administersmakehis job
closely resemble that ofa governor.
Ron Sims knows Washington inside and out. He grew up in Spokane, was student body
president ofCentral WashingtonUniversity,served on the KingCountyCouncil, worked in the
State Senate and the AttorneyGeneral's office, and won the 1994 Democratic nominationfor
U.S. Senate.Ron is alsoan ordained Baptist minister.
Therace for governor shouldbe a breeze for Ron,but it's anuphillbattlepartlydue to his skin
want toencourageyou togofor it withouthesitation.
color.If youare consideringa votefor Ron,I
It'sRon'sidealism combined with his history of integrity,consistency and fiscal responsibility
thatwouldmake hima great governor,regardless of race.Washington wouldbe a beautiful place
under the leadershipof Ron Sims.
As GaryLockeshowed us, weneed to do away with stereotypesand vote according to what
is important. We won'tregretit.

Vivian Vussall
Junior,public affairs
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What's the funniest bumper
sticker you've ever seen?
Compiledby: William Hurd

"Ifyou took a s***,put it back."

"Jesus is coming, look busy."
EMILY SIGLER,JUNIOR, SOCIAL WORK

(FROMLEFT) WILL FRENCH,BIOLOGY, FRESHMAN;ANDREW FRIFFITH,
PROSPECTIVE SUSTUDENT; ANGELA MURPHY,EDUCATION, FRESHMAN

"Stop inbreeding; ban country

"If your going to ride my a**, at leastpull my hair."

(FROMLEFT):ANGIE LANZA, PSYCHOLOGY, FRESHMAN; TAYLOR OLSON, INTERNATIONAL STUDIES,

FRESHMAN

"Earth first, log the other planets later."
ANDY HOWE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, SOPHOMORE

music."
WINSTON GILCREASE,
"I'm too broke to voteRepublican."
JUNIOR,INTERNATIONAL
VIVIAN VASSALL, JUNIOR,
STUDIES
PUBLIC AFFAIRS

"

"Isupport Publik Eudkasion.
(FROMLEFT):ROLLIE GARCIA,BUSINESS, SOPHOMORE; SAMORA
COVINGTON, FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY, FRESHMAN

